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Foreword
“Covid-19 is the ultimate test of the relationship between citizen and state.
And at its heart that’s what neighbourhood management was about – that ongoing 
dialogue between a place and the state – and so many of the tools and techniques  
we learned from that time are the ones we should be deploying now.”  
Rachael Loftus, on day 99 of lockdown

There are individuals who know how to navigate local public 
services and join the internal dots. There are those who 
understand the community, how it is never singular, but a 
plurality, and who understand (as much as we understand  
the weather) how communities work. 

But to help local government and other local institutions  
work best, we need ‘interconnectors’ like those interviewed 
here; intermediaries who can connect communities with 
community services.

Why? We need them to tune services to citizens’ needs; go beyond 
‘services’ as a solution to issues; build co-operation on issues 
professionals cannot solve alone; encourage experimentation, 
fill blind spots; and anticipate community concerns. Addressing 
the community-level impacts of contemporary policy crises like 
Covid-19 is a huge challenge. These are classic ‘wicked’ issues –  
cutting across many different issues, and they are ‘squishy’ – 
involving politics and human behaviour. 

Where local public services include interconnectors they 
can improve public services, but also build community 
resilience. When interconnectors bring together citizens of 
different backgrounds everyone involved strengthens their 
understanding of ‘the political skills of dealing with different 
sorts of people – negotiation, discussion, the messy open-ended 
ambiguity of public life’1.

Local elected members perform some of this connective role, 
but they operate within practical and constitutional constraints. 
The individuals we are describing are employees, part of the 
permanent and neutral machinery of public services or their 
delivery partners, built into teams that undertake daily tasks 
that affect all our lives.

The skills which make these interconnectors effective sometimes 
seem hard to pin down. Some have questioned whether the 
public service professions include the right skills for messy 
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contemporary challenges2. Others have described the skills 
of interconnectors as a specific mix of attributes or ‘soft skills’; 
adaptive generalists, creative innovators, empathic listeners, 
network builders and conflict managers3,4. The interviews 
featured here illustrate these ‘soft skills’ in practice. Although 
one interviewee argues ‘hard skills’ would be a better descriptor, 
as so-called ‘soft’ skills are in reality quite hard – to do well, and 
in their potential effectiveness. 

The need for these interconnectors has scale and endurance; 
they are neither UK-specific nor short-lived. The analysis which 
gave rise to neighbourhood management twenty years ago stills 
holds today (highlighted by the Covid-19 crisis). These issues 
can also be seen in other high-income social democracies as we 
discovered ourselves through the transnational Smart Urban 
Intermediaries action-research programme – which worked 
across five European countries. The NANM was a partner in 
this work, and the NANM’s UK experiences of the work of 
interconnectors were seen over again in other places. 

Over the coming years we will need these interconnectors more 
than ever before. Local public service budgets and leadership 
bandwidth will be stretched thin. The needs of citizens and 
communities will evolve ever more rapidly and new issues will 
come into view at disorientating speed. There will be calls to 
work more closely with the public to seek more co-operation 
and develop real shared decision-making. The grand challenges 
of climate change and equity will require difficult local 
conversations with the widest possible reach. 

These written portraits help us understand who these 
interconnectors are and where they can be found. Some 
are where you would expect, working in locality-based or 
neighbourhood teams. Others are in senior roles in the council 
or in other public services. Some built experience in local 
government but gone on to ply other trades and crafts but 
retain the vital insight and only need to be asked.

Ben Lee and Liz Richardson
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Kenya, Switzerland, Bolivia and Nepal’, Science and Public Policy, 37(4): 267-281.

2.  Needham, C. and Mangan, C. (2014) The Twentieth Century Public Servant, Birmingham, UK: 
University of Birmingham.

3.  Forester, J. (1999) The Deliberative Practitioner: Encouraging Participatory Planning Processes, 
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.

4.  Williams, P. (2002) ‘The Competent Boundary Spanner’, Public Administration, 80(1):103-124.
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Introduction: 
The community worker turned poet helping others find their voice. The mum standing 
up for her stigmatised neighbourhood. The schoolgirl hooked on the idea of ‘place’ now 
an adult building an urban commons. 

There was something fascinating about listening, during the 
depths of the Covid-19 lockdown, to the stories of those who 
have spent their careers at the coal face of communities.

The thirteen interviewees in this article have taken different 
paths, but all began or built their careers as neighbourhood 
connectors. Some were part of New Labour’s neighbourhood 
renewal strategy, which invested heavily in a neighbourhood 
management approach; others have tried to introduce local 
working while their institutions were undergoing austerity; 
some have taken a DIY route. All have ridden the waves of 
political change over the years.

While their paths differed, they each developed a similar set of 
skills, refined through working closely with local communities to 
help them understand and solve their own problems: the ability 
to listen, (‘listening sounds like a soft skill but it’s really hard’, 
said one interviewee), to be authentic, to meld opposing views, 
build consensus, work with anger, facilitate, change lives.

For all of the interviewees, the pandemic shone a light on the 
importance of those skills, as neighbourhood working became 

vital once more. Door-to-door local approaches were the most 
effective way to shield and protect the vulnerable from Covid-19, 
and street-by-street working has proven to be the most effective 
way to track and trace to prevent a resurgence.

Now, as the UK deals with the continuing pandemic and its 
social and economic fall-out, what can we learn from those 
who have spent their working lives animating and activating 
neighbourhoods? 

How can institutions truly listen and work alongside and with –  
rather than against – communities? How can opposing views be 
melded together? How can mutuality and solidarity be expanded?

For those who cut their teeth as neighbourhood managers  
in the early noughties, the skills they learned are ones they  
have continued to draw on as they have developed their careers 
at local authorities, networks and regional partnerships. As  
they moved into more strategic roles, they have not lost sight  
of the need to listen, facilitate, build services around people  
and places. 
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What one interviewee Joe Micheli learned from turning around 
a challenging estate back in 2001 and viewing the community as 
its main assets, continues to inform him as he attempts to take 
an asset-based approach to all services in York, starting with 
adult social care. 

The lessons Chris Ley learnt about integrating services within 
communities across housing estates in Tower Hamlets have 
been transferred to the next frontier: health. 

And while many councils dismiss neighbourhood working as 
fluffy, Steve Hartley, who created one of the most successful 
New Deal for Communities programmes in Bradford and is  
now strategic director of place at Bradford Council, views it  
as crucial to delivery.

For some who have constantly battled against the status quo  
to make the case for the importance of locality working, 
Covid-19 has been a vindication, with many councils now  
rolling out localised approaches to many services. 

Azul Strong Corcoran was able to hit the ground running 
in Oxford when Covid-19 struck, her background as a 
neighbourhood worker enabling her to work with empathy and 
in partnership with communities as the pandemic developed. 

Karen Cheney and others noted that those neighbourhoods 
with strong social capital and infrastructure were the ones that 
fared better during the pandemic. 

While many interviewees now work more widely than a single 
neighbourhood, Jess Steele has narrowed her focus, to a single 
patch of Hastings that was for many years derelict and neglected 
and is now an urban commons. The ability to work with the 
fine grain of a small area, to understand the terrain and see 
the community as the solution, offers a microcosm of a way of 
working that can inform multiple problems, from recession and 
inequalities to health and social care, Brexit and climate change. 

But while Steele’s focus is local her lens has become much  
wider, a trait she says she shares with many working at 
community level. 

“We look up and around, reaching out to each other in solidarity 
but also as systems thinkers, seeing the big picture through the 
local lens. That could really help the country.” 

Neighbourhoods and the people living within them are the core 
assets that society has, and those with the skills to help animate 
and activate them in ways that are empowering and authentic 
hold the keys to solving many of the sticky problems we now 
face. This booklet presents the stories of thirteen people who 
have such skills and from whom we can learn the lessons and 
the spirit of neighbourhood working. 
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The spirit of neighbourhood  
working: 13 lessons

Cheryl Snudden:
From ‘mouthy mum’ to  
neighbourhood manager

Rachael Loftus:
Systems thinking in Leeds

Karen Cheney:
Local inclusive growth  
in Birmingham

Jess Steele:
Neighbourhoods as self-generating 
and self-sustaining enterprises

Azul Strong Corcoran:
Building partnerships in crisis  
mode and beyond in Oxford

Joe Micheli:
Creating an asset-based  
city in York

Steve Hartley:
Long-term neighbourhood  
legacy in Bradford

Richard Edwards:
From passive to participatory

Adrian Bates:
Engagement 2.0

Kate Faulkes:
Working with local power

Chris Ley:
Neighbourhood health  
networks in Tower Hamlets

Paul Carrick:
Learning to sustain  
neighbourhood working

Tony Walsh:
Helping people find and  
use their voice 
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Cheryl Snudden was a “mouthy 
mum” living in Pan on the Isle of 
Wight who turned up for tea and 
biscuits at her local community 
group, became the group’s chair 
and went on to help secure 
funding for a neighbourhood 
management pathfinder. 

Cheryl Snudden: 
From ‘mouthy mum’ to  
neighbourhood manager

Current job: Community 
engagement manager at  
Morgan Sindall

Previous roles: CE Manager  
HS2 Ltd; 

Neighbourhood locality officer, 
Oxford City Council; Deputy manager, 
Pan Neighbourhood Partnership 

Insight: “I lived in that community 
and I knew what would work.  
With neighbourhood management 
we could try different things and 
prove it.”
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“I was just standing up for my kids and challenging the council,” 
she remembers. 

The group began with a “softly, softly” approach to its 
engagement with the community, putting on a carnival and 
healthy eating workshops while it “challenged, challenged, 
challenged” the council.

Pan was then known as Pan Estate and one of the first things 
her group did was to challenge the local stigma around 
living there. “There was low educational attainment, low 
unemployment but a sense of pride from the community.”

When she began working more closely with the council and 
other services through the neighbourhood management 
scheme the key lesson Snudden learned was to see both sides 
of the fence. “Before, I was an advocate and said, ‘do this and  
do that.’ The more I worked with it the more I realised the council 
is full of bureaucracy and nothing is as easy as it seems.” 

Early wins for the group included getting local signage changed 
from Pan Estate to Pan on local buses and stopping the housing 
authority from putting dots outside the homes of those in social 
housing so that the gardeners knew which grass to cut.

But the neighbourhood management funding allowed the group 
to challenge the council’s risk-averse ways. 

“No one at the local authority wanted to think outside of the box. 
Neighbourhood management allowed us to say, ‘if you don’t let 
us do it, we’ll do it ourselves’. It allowed us to prove we were right. 
I lived in that community and I knew.”

The programme improved health provision by funding a local 
part time mental health worker and making services more 
accessible. It funded a youth worker, got the college to run 
IT sessions, asked local kids to design a new playground and 
improved the family learning offer. 

Snudden learnt that people will take up opportunities as long  
as you meet them where they are. “Some people want help to 
get into full employment and some just want to get out and 
meet people.”

During her time at Pan she witnessed an upward surge of 
people getting involved, improved confidence in local services 
and saw young people and families improve their lives. 

She’s watched the community involvement during the pandemic 
with interest but worries that much of it will fall away once the 
crisis is over. 

She dismisses the ‘fluffy’ reputation this work has. “Community work 
is not all unicorns and rainbows. It’s hard, gritty, emotional stuff.”

And says this work needs to be properly funded and valued.  
“I would say don’t do it if it’s not sustainable. Pan received Round 
2 Pathfinder funding but once the money went a lot of it folded.”

Community managers key role is to connect, she says. “They 
are the people on the ground pulling things together. We are like 
puppeteers – we keep pulling the strings and making it happen.”
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Current job: Head of regional 
health partnerships at Leeds  
City Council

Previous role: Development 
officer, Yorkshire and Humber 
regional forum; 

Programme manager at 
Harmonious Communities in Leeds;

Chief service officer: Cities of Service

Insight: “Real change happens  
in real work”

“Covid-19 is the ultimate test of 
the relationship between citizen 
and state,” says Rachael Loftus, 
speaking from her home on 
day 99 of lockdown. 

“And at its heart that’s what 
neighbourhood management 
was about – that ongoing 
dialogue between a place and 
the state – and so many of the 
tools and techniques we learned 
from that time are the ones we 
should be deploying now.”

Rachael Loftus: 
Systems thinking in Leeds
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As head of regional health partnerships for Leeds Council, her 
lockdown has been spent in video meeting after video meeting 
as the city grappled with the crisis. 

Leeds has developed a systems-based approach, with strong 
partnerships between the public sector, third sector and 
communities, and mechanisms for the input of a wide range  
of perspectives. 

“When organisations involve the perspectives of individuals and 
communities it infects the system in a positive sense. No one 
organisation or person or community is supreme – it has to be  
a collaboration.”

Still in development in the city, this integrated approach is a 
further step along the path that began with multi-agency work 
in the early days of neighbourhood management, progressed 
to partnership working and is now maturing as a systems-based 
approach. It has, she says, helped Leeds to tackle the crisis in  
a way that wouldn’t have been possible 15 years ago. 

What has been missing during the crisis is the time to listen 
and reflect – both key to neighbourhood working – and as we 
continue to deal with the pandemic and its social and economic 
fall-out she wants the nation to go into listening mode.

“There’s a moment now where we could choose to do better. 
National government needs to listen to local government, local 
government needs to listen to citizens and citizens need to listen 
to their neighbours. If we don’t as a nation understand the 
nature of grief and harm that exists, we will be pushing things 
that won’t work out.”

As she reminisces on her past at the forefront of tackling issues 
in communities, from regeneration schemes and pathfinder 
programmes to helping deal with community tensions following 
the 7/7 terrorist incident, she remembers those “magic moments” 
when listening and sitting with a problem paid off. The mum 
that knew that an architect’s vision wouldn’t work on her estate. 
The architect who suggested taking the tarmac off the road  
to reveal the original cobbles beneath and tackle traffic 
problems in a market town. The working out of shared space  
in communities of different faiths.

“It’s about recognising the wisdom of people who really know their 
patch, who are connected and rooted to a place far beyond what 
a pay cheque could ever do. You can till the soil and plant the 
seeds but actually it’s the people that live there that fertilise it.  
If you don’t get that balance right from the beginning, you never 
get that local ownership.”

She says in her current role she is still a facilitator, a job 
that is core to neighbourhood management. “It was called 
neighbourhood management but it was about how you don’t 
manage things but how you facilitate and enable and put the 
leadership of places into the hands of people that live there.”

Her key philosophy is that real change happens in real work. It’s 
not about theorising but “supporting living, breathing systems.”
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Current job: Head of Service – 
Neighbourhood Development and 
Support at Birmingham City Council

Previous roles: Developing 
Community Asset Transfer 
protocol and New Ways of 
Working for Birmingham; 

Re-development of Stirchley  
Baths Community Hub; 

Insight: “It’s a way of working 
that is value-driven, building 
relationships and mutual honesty”

From her first job as active sport 
leader at Ladywood Community 
Centre, Karen Cheney has spent 
almost 40 years at Birmingham 
City Council, primarily based at 
neighbourhood level. She has 
seen the city ride the waves 
of economic change, working 
hands-on in Longbridge as it dealt 
with the fallout of the closure 
of MG Rover in the 90s, and has 
witnessed the city’s services 
localise to district level only to 
centralise again more recently.

Karen Cheney: 
Local inclusive growth  
in Birmingham
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She has fought hard for neighbourhood work to be prioritised, 
and as she anticipates the coming economic storm, is fighting 
again for a collective, place-based approach to recovery.

“You can’t look at community recovery without it being linked 
absolutely to the economic recovery. Drip down economics hasn’t 
worked for a long time. We have to revitalise communities in a 
different way. You can’t just build your way out of the position 
we’re in, it has to be bottom up. We are at the cusp of needing  
to work in a different way and lockdown has amplified that.”

She is constantly asked to prove that investing in communities 
pays off (“you can’t work that out on a Gantt chart, it doesn’t 
work like that”), but Covid-19 has exposed the “huge differential” 
between those areas with good social infrastructure and those 
without. “The places with good social capital and networks have 
done well during lockdown.” 

When the MG Rover plant closed in the 90s she was based at 
the district office and helped the community manage the fallout. 
Training sessions were held locally and done relationally; people 
were helped to forge new careers. Social enterprises were 
supported, summer schemes were held, a community shop was 
opened. The infrastructure that was put in place then including 
the Northfield Community Partnership is still going strong.

“It worked at Longbridge because we were local, and we were 
connectors and advocates. It’s rewarding to work that close  
and see the change as it happened.”

When austerity hit Birmingham, Cheney set up community asset 
transfer protocols for the city and cites trailblazing community 

transfers such as Witton Lodge as the neighbourhood 
managers of their areas. But she has often battled with 
commercial forces. 

“People said, ‘We could sell that building and make money.’ You 
could do that, but for short term gain you lose the long-term gain 
of cohesive community, and that needs to be valued as much as 
the bottom line.”

She rails against the commercialisation of some local authorities 
(“we’re a service, not a money-making machine”) and urges the 
value-driven approach that is at the heart of neighbourhood 
working to be prevalent throughout the council. 

“The economic department needs to be neighbourhood focused 
too. You need to invest locally, enable locals to do stuff, keep 
procurement local.”

Now she wants the council to trust and let go to allow its 
neighbourhoods to recover and lead. “It’s good value. They  
make a small amount of money go a long way.” 

She is working with Locality on a piece of research looking at 
the community response to Covid-19 in Birmingham and how 
its transition and recovery can be aligned to neighbourhood 
working. While the city is moving towards place-based working 
again, the tension remains, which one interviewee for the 
Locality research described as ‘the city still holding on while 
trying to let go’.

“The tendency is for command and control to take over,” says 
Cheney. “It’s braver and more difficult to let go even more.”
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Current job: Director at Jericho 
Road Solutions; Founder Trustee, 
Heart of Hastings CLT

Previous roles: Strategic director, 
Magpie Resource Library;

Deputy CEO of Bura; 

Director of Innovation at Locality; 

Insight: “It’s not enough to be 
right. You have to be powerful.”

Jess Steele: 
Neighbourhoods as self-generating  
and self-sustaining enterprises

Jess Steele has been fascinated by 
place from an early age, helping 
out at her dad’s local charity as 
a child, and writing a history of 
Deptford just after graduating. 

Her history book spanned from the 
Romans to the present in 1993, a 
time when Deptford was dominated 
by regeneration programmes.

“I became fascinated by the failure 
of those programmes, not only to 
make any dent in deprivation but 
to change how people felt. Deptford 
was a fantastic place and people 
were proud of it, but they were 
never involved in the delivery or 
decision-making of regeneration.”
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Rather than sending the book to a publisher, she set up a 
community business to publish it, her first step into the DIY 
world that would define her career.

“I concluded that regeneration could never work but that we 
could do things ourselves. That has stayed with me and become 
more important.”

She then launched the Magpie Resource Library to help people 
find out more about regeneration and how they could influence 
it. It won SRB funding and reached 10,000 people, helping them 
to get skilled up. The evaluation of that programme taught 
Steele a valuable lesson, however.

“It said that the powerful were just waiting for our money to 
run out and for us to go away. It made me realise that without 
leveraging our network and buying assets we had no power.”

When she moved to Hastings in 2004 she became more focused 
on the fine grain of a single neighbourhood, working to create 
Hastings Commons, an ecosystem of land and buildings now 
owned by the community, including Rock House, the Observer 
building and five caves. 

“It’s a proper urban commons. The whole neighbourhood had 
been dragged down and derelict over the years and now we  
are seen as genuine stakeholders.”

She says the neighbourhood management programme was  
too bureaucratic (“I want the enabling of the bottom up rather 
than better top down”). Rather, she is interested in the idea of 

“self-renovating” neighbourhoods.

“I’ve always been keen on renewal without destruction, of darning the 
fabric of a place physically, culturally, economically and socially.”

Neighbourhoods, she says, are enterprises in their own right.

“Not the neighbourhood as a unit of public management but the 
neighbourhood as a self-generating and self-sustaining enterprise 
and the people as contributors rather than beneficiaries.”

Although her focus has become smaller and sharper in terms 
of the neighbourhoods she is now involved in, her lens has 
become wider, a trait she shares with the community business 
network, from which she has drawn inspiration and solidarity 
during lockdown.

“Community business practitioners are bi-focal. Their focus is 
local, but they also look up and around, reaching out to each 
other in solidarity but also as systems thinkers, seeing the big 
picture through the local lens. That could really help the country.” 

She despairs that so little has changed since she began working 
in the 90s and says that what’s needed is a change in attitudes 
and for people to feel they have agency to act.

“The specific powers exist in our system but we the people feel 
entirely separate from them because these powers are held on 
our behalf by others who don’t have the attitude that we are the 
answer. They need to see the people and the neighbourhood as 
the core assets that society has to work with and enable those 
assets to be oiled through the resources we all contribute to 
through taxes.”
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Current job: Locality Hub  
Co-ordinator at Oxford  
City Council

Previous role: Barton Healthy 
New Town project lead 

Insight: “It’s about knowing  
when to take a back seat and  
allow connectivity.”

Azul Strong Corcoran was just 
a few months into her role as 
neighbourhood officer for the 
east of Oxford when Covid-19 
struck. Her plans to engage 
the local community in an area 
of the city where the council 
had previously had little 
engagement suddenly changed. 

Azul Strong Corcoran: 
Building partnerships in  
crisis mode and beyond
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“The community centre in the area was to have huge investment – 
an extension and refurbishment – and my job was to try to work 
with the community around a vision for it,” she says. 

When Covid-19 hit and the city moved into crisis mode,  
her background in bottom up working with communities  
proved vital. 

“My background has allowed me to be willing to reach out to 
local organisations and say, ‘I don’t know exactly what’s going to 
happen but let’s work together find a solution.’ It’s allowed me to 
have empathy to work with them instead of that power struggle 
you sometimes get. I’ve been able to build relationships and 
choose the best partners. I don’t think I would have done that 
without that background.”

Work that might have taken a few years – to build up trust and 
relationships – has happened in a matter of months 

Leading the Covid-19 response hub for the east of the city, she 
has built strong partnerships with the local voluntary sector, 
including the usage of a joint referral system which involves 
data-sharing, a previous ‘mine-field’. 

“Partnerships have to be developed respectfully and with empathy, 
not just the local authority deciding what to do. It’s sometimes 
about letting go and letting the third sector pick up.”

The hub supported the mosque and local community groups 
through Ramadan, including the volunteer-led Grand Iftar 
where 2000 meals were distributed across the city, all prepared 
in a socially distanced way.

Strong has always worked in and around Oxford and was based 
at county then rural district level before moving to work in the 
city. She previously worked in Barton, an area with high levels of 
deprivation, where she led the Barton Park Healthy New Town 
project, aimed at reducing stark health inequalities. 

Again, she encouraged partnership working. “Instead of bringing 
projects to the table we had a very open grants programme with 
ground up engagement asking the community ‘what would you 
do to address the health inequalities?’” 

One of the projects linked a local Eatwell’s café with Good Food 
Oxford who did food poverty training with staff and helped 
develop a breakfast club for kids and young people. The café 
changed its menu towards more healthy options and now 
understands its role in enhancing the health of the community.

Oxford is now looking at building on their community hubs over 
the long term and learning from the openness of its response  
to Covid-19.

“We are taking lessons from our approach in gaining insight 
for our community and locality work. We need to know our 
communities better. We can’t just depend on data but need  
to rely on relationships.”
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Current job: Head of 
commissioning (Early intervention, 
prevention and community 
development) at City of York Council

Previous role: Neighbourhood 
renewal in Barnsley 

Insight: “Leadership is vital. It 
has allowed the council to be 
redesigned around principles and 
values and become the way York 
does business.”

“The experience of working 
through a neighbourhood 
management approach to turn 
around a challenging estate and 
community has always stayed 
with me,” says Joe Micheli.  

“It’s about issues of power and 
how you genuinely explore that 
power and it’s about seeing 
people as assets.”

Joe Micheli: 
Creating an asset-based  
city in York
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Micheli worked at York City Council early in his career, 
experimenting with neighbourhood agreements ‘before they 
were a twinkle in John Prescott’s eye’. 

When New Labour’s neighbourhood renewal agenda was 
launched in 2001, he headed up the neighbourhood strategy  
in Barnsley, where he travelled to for 17 years before returning 
to York.

Those 17 years transformed his thinking. In Barnsley one of  
the first neighbourhoods to get pathfinder status was Kendray, 
a run-down estate that planners wanted to bulldoze. 

At that time, most work in deprived communities was about 
a deficit model, focused on the problems and the index of 
multiple deprivation. Neighbourhood management flipped that, 
seeing community as the solution. “How do you work alongside 
people and deliberately design people in rather than out? How do 
you reflect the neighbourhood and its associations and networks?”

The neighbourhood management team in Kendray 
systematically worked through the issues and priorities,  
co-designing with the public and partners, with support from 
the government office and the hands-on neighbourhood 
renewal policy makers at central government. 

“It was the best thing I’ve ever been involved in. I worked with 
people that wanted to fight for Kendray, redesign the estate  
and improve social capital. By the end it had the highest levels  
of vertical social capital.”

Using an asset-based approach to turn around neighbourhoods 
has influenced the rest of his career. When he moved back 
to York Council his role was to put into place a community 
operating model to turn adult social care from being deficit 
based to asset based. At the heart of the approach is Local Area 
Coordination – where officers walk alongside people with health 
problems to understand their idea of a good life, and to identify 
what would help them to stay in their communities. 

“It has parallels with neighbourhood management. It was about 
genuine partnership working and the solution being in the 
community not the state.”

The scheme has mobilised the city’s active citizen population 
and engaged them in the city’s challenges. 

“In York we’ve been deliberate in connecting up a suite of 
initiatives that unite neighbourhood management thinking with  
a person-centred approach.”

Before the pandemic hit Micheli was already calling the York 
approach the ‘new normal’ and had submitted a paper to council 
about York becoming an asset-based city, suggesting the model be 
rolled out beyond social care to become the core way of working.

The pandemic has re-framed this discussion and narrative in  
the city and shifted it forward. It has also freed practitioners  
and the council from bureaucracy and disproportionate risk. 

“We’ve built a whole group of allies who weren’t allowed to work 
in this way and have now seen the light. People are working this 
way now and won’t want to go back.”
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Current job: Strategic director  
of Place, Bradford Council

Previous role: Chief executive, 
Bradford Trident 

Insight: “A lot of places chopped 
neighbourhood management 
because they thought it was fluffy. 
We said it’s crucial to delivery.”

Bradford is suited to neighbourhood 
working, says Steve Hartley. “It’s a 
city of villages and towns, each with 
their own strong identities.” 
Hartley returned to his home city to 
run the New Deal for Communities 
(NDC) programme back in 2000 
and, now strategic director of Place 
at Bradford Council, is grateful for 
its strong local structures, which 
have been invaluable during the 
response to Covid-19. 
Bradford Trident was one of 
the most successful of the NDC 
programmes, creating a lasting 
legacy, and political support for 
locality working in the city has 
remained strong. 

Steve Hartley: 
A long-term neighbourhood  
legacy in Bradford
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“While many places chopped neighbourhood management 
because they thought it was fluffy, we said it’s crucial to delivery.”

The city has area committees, local ward officers, and a city-wide 
People Can programme which encourages resident involvement.

Local community action can, Hartley says, sometimes be 
uncomfortable when it make demands on the council. “But 
that’s what we need. We need people to take responsibility and 
call on our resource in a different way.”

Local structures were tested and flexed during the pandemic. 
Youth workers were able to keep their connections with young 
people by visiting them in their gardens, and services worked more 
flexibly, for example by re-housing victims of domestic violence. 

Back in 2000 Hartley was given a budget of £50m to transform 
an area of 12,000 people. “It’s not something you get all the 
time,” he remembers. 

Bradford Trident was entrepreneurial in its approach, investing 
its funding in income-generating capital investments, including 
a neighbourhood centre, which rents space to GP practices, 
and a pharmacy. It also took land off the council in return for 
demolishing old properties and then trading the land. 

But it was also fully resident-led. Its governance structure 
includes a community council that runs alongside the company 
and has elected members, and at one point 80% of the 
community was involved in some way.

“This approach works,” says Hartley. “You build capacity and 
income streams and put structures and governance around. 
People need to have agency.”

While he values the neighbourhood approach that he made his 
career, Hartley questioned some of the assumptions about the 
definition of neighbourhood manager in the NDC documentation. 

“It said that a neighbourhood manager is someone with ‘clout’. 
I struggled with that word as it sounds like someone who will 
come in and sort everything out. A neighbourhood manager 
to me is someone who can coordinate, who can bring people 
together with common purpose and work on common aims.”

Communities often agree on what’s needed, Hartley says. When 
residents were asked for their vision for their area they said: 

“We just want to be normal. We don’t want crime or problems 
with housing. We want nice parks.”

Early on in the NDC process, Bradford Trident paid the police 
force to have four local officers on their patch. 

“The residents made sure they stayed on their patch and through local 
control they built trust and community policing eventually became 
mainstreamed. You have to work with people and be pragmatic.”

After seeing how positive ways in which the city responded to 
Covid-19, Hartley is now considering how to maintain the level 
of community response and flexibility within the systems. 

Many more services could work in a localised, connected way, 
he says, and community power and integrated working can 
help with all of the tricky issues that places now face, from 
unemployment to mental health and climate change.

Hartley is planning to retire soon, but he leaves his home town 
with strong local structures that will support and empower its 
communities long into the future. 
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Current job: Photography tutor

Previous role: Director of 
Manton Community Alliance  
2004-2010 

Insight: “Behaviour, not projects”

“The style of neighbourhood 
management has so much 
to offer in terms of how we 
respond to both the Covid-19 
pandemic and Brexit. The 
tragedy is this won’t happen.”
When Richard Edwards became 
director of Manton Community 
Alliance, citizen participation 
in local public services was 
often little more than a 
tickbox exercise, done for the 
benefit and perspective of an 
institution rather than the 
people. Regeneration schemes 
abounded but they mostly 
revolved around making plans 
to spend a chunk of money and 
then, when the funding stopped, 
going back to “the way it was”. 

Richard Edwards: 
From passive to participatory
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When Edwards took up the role of neighbourhood manager  
in the second wave of pathfinders, he saw it as an opportunity 
to experiment. 

Manton Community Alliance was changed from a traditional 
grant-giving community organisation under the wing of the  
local council to an independent entity focused on building  
the community’s power and doing things differently. 

Edwards focus was ‘behaviour, not projects’: he wanted to shift 
the passivity of locals and change the entrenched attitudes that 
existed among local institutions and politicians. 

In 2002 local MP John Mann had told Parliament that many of 
the ex-miners living in Manton were illiterate, an idea that set 
the tone from government about how they saw residents. 

Views were entrenched on the residents’ side too. “The word 
government was the worst swear word you could use,” Edwards 
said, with many preferring to watch TV to getting involved.

Edwards established a board that would challenge the “them and 
us” mentality that existed. It was chaired by a local resident – a 
grandmother from the estate who went on to be the first in her 
family to go to university – and included key decision makers 
from the council and other local institutions. 

“There was this idea that the residents were great and 
organisations bad and a belief that everything that went wrong 
must be fault of the council or housing,” he remembers. 

“There was a tension between the institutions that were interested 
in looking after their reputations and the people who were used 
to having things done to them”. 

The Alliance sent residents on awareness training courses, to 
help them better understand local democracy, and set up 1-2-1s 
between residents and local heads of services.

“Getting residents to meet with the people who made decisions 
was very powerful.”

It launched one of the first participatory budget programmes 
in the UK, allowing residents to decide how a budget should be 
sliced up. It also interviewed more than 1000 residents, asking 
them about their interests and talents; one of the most popular 
hobbies that emerged was reading, countering Mann’s claim of 
local illiteracy. A billboard on the main road was erected with 
the message ‘Manton’s got talent’ and listing local talents. 

“Everyone had data about the problem, but no one had 
information about the area’s assets. These were never considered 
when giving out money.” 

Participation in the community grew and attitudes shifted but 
the development of the community’s power threatened existing 
structures and the alliance closed its doors soon after the 
funding ran out. 

Edwards believes that at a time when fence-building is 
desperately needed, the lessons learnt about collaborative 
working are vital. 

“Manton Community Alliance was about melding peoples’ values 
and expectations so we could squeeze the most out of it for the 
benefit of all. There’s so little of that happening today.”
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Current job: Head of engagement 
and insight at Greater Manchester 
Combined Authority

Previous role: Partnerships  
and communities manager, 
Trafford Council 

Insight: “You can only do so much 
bottom up. There has to be top 
down or you reach a glass ceiling.”

Adrian Bates was communities 
manager at Trafford Council 
when it celebrated its 40th 
birthday. The Council launched 
a campaign called the 40 Faces 
of Trafford, asking people to 
nominate the best citizens 
of the borough. When the 40 
faces were revealed, Bates was 
astonished to find that, out 
of 40 local volunteers, charity 
workers, foster carers and 
community organisers, the 
council had engaged with only 
five of them. 

Adrian Bates : 
Engagement 2.0
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This story illustrates a key lesson that Bates has learnt throughout 
his career about how public services and citizens often interact.

“We haven’t maximised the people who want to make a difference. 
We are too quick to bring them into structures and nullify it, and 
then over-rely on the few that remain” 

Councils need to empower those that want to make a difference, 
he says, and to find different ways to reach them.

Currently on secondment at Greater Manchester Combined 
Authority, he is watching with interest as Trafford Council is 
facing up to the challenge of Covid-19 by working in a way 
that he had advocated from within the council for most of his 
career. The council has formed partnerships with local faith 
organisations and a charity to run the community hubs that  
are responding at neighbourhood level to the crisis.

“The hubs have local leadership and are delivering services in 
their community with us behind the scenes, which is how we 
should always be working.”

From 2011 he started trying to fill the huge gap within Trafford 
between what happened in communities and what happened  
at strategic partnership level. 

“We wanted to translate that multiagency conversation in a 
strategic world into a multiagency conversation locally. If you 
have them working together as one you can co-design and  
have honest conversations.”

The role that public services should play in communities can, 
he says, be answered by asking the community two questions: 
what is it you can do and what can you do with our support? 

Whatever is left over should be run by public services, he 
says, but the norm is usually the other way around, with the 
community filling in the gaps.

Bates started this work during austerity, rather than with the 
huge budgets of neighbourhood management Pathfinders, and 
he struggled to get the message across that a different way of 
working was not an attempt to reduce funding.

And while he engaged frontline staff and communities, the approach 
was never fully committed to be the leadership at the time.

“You need the whole system to change for it to work.”

Across Greater Manchester Covid-19 has pushed forward the 
public service reform agenda and the city region is now looking at 
how community hubs can become its place-based approach and 
move from protecting the most vulnerable to preventative work. 

At GMCA he is currently setting up region-wide citizens panels to 
tackle race and other equalities issues. But he says that there is little 
point engaging on these issues and gathering intelligence unless 
there’s a commitment to make the structural changes needed.

“Covid-19 has shone a light on years of equalities panels and 
strategies that exist and what has actually happened?”
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Current job: Retired, living on  
a narrow boat

Previous roles: Head of  
stronger communities service, 
Barnsley Council; 

Neighbourhood development officer 
for Kendray Initiative, Barnsley; 

Neighbourhood Manager for 
Stronger Neighbourhoods Initiative 
for Athersley & New Lodge, Barnsley 

Insight: “We got residents to 
understand that what they had  
to offer was gold.”

When Kate Faulkes was a 
neighbourhood manager she 
banned local residents from 
saying “I’m just a resident”. 

“I’d say to them ‘what you are is 
an expert at living here’. We got 
them to understand that what 
they had to offer was gold.”

She says that what 
neighbourhood management  
did that her previous community 
development roles had not done 
was to break down some of the 
power imbalances that had 
prevented change happening  
at a local level.

Kate Faulkes: 
Working with local power
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Residents were trained and trained and had their confidence 
built up so that they felt at ease sitting on boards and holding  
to account those in charge of local services.

“Previously, people pretended that power imbalances didn’t exist 
and brought residents to the table and just sat them there and 
then wondered why they didn’t want to come back,” she says. 

“There was lots of negotiation of ground rules on local boards, 
particularly around the idea of everyone needing to park their 
power when they come to the table, so that a person representing 
Neighbourhood Watch is as important as the director of education.”

A highlight of her long career was when the chief executive of 
housing operator Keepmoat attended a neighbourhood board 
meeting at Kendray in Barnsley, one of the neighbourhood 
management pathfinders. At the end of the meeting he told Faulkes 
that he was stunned by the level of debate around the table, which 
he said was of a higher quality than he had on his executive board.

Having started her working life as a career advisor and then 
community development officer, when neighbourhood management 
came along Faulkes saw it as a chance to professionalise her skill 
set for the first time and lay down some principles. 

“Up until that time community development had been viewed 
as a fluffy job. Neighbourhood management brought it in line 
with service development and with partners and focused on the 
locality, not just the community aspect.”

She spent a large chunk of her career in Barnsley firstly on 
neighbourhood pathfinders and latterly on mainstreaming 
neighbourhood management principles into the council’s work.

When austerity hit, Barnsley Council lost 50% of its budget but rather 
than pulling out of neighbourhood level work, the council invested 

heavily in what became known as the Barnsley Model. Area councils 
were set up which had councillors sitting on them and budgets 
devolved to them, enabling evidence-based localised commissioning. 
Each ward has a ward alliance with residents working alongside 
elected members and small budgets for community action and 
seed projects. Everything that gets funded locally has to support 
local volunteering and the growth of social capital.

“It’s formal procurement with an emphasis on local providers. Not 
Serco and Capita but small voluntary and private sector businesses 
and social enterprises with a heavy emphasis on social value. So, 
when we commissioned for a provider for an environmental project 
it was not about how cheaply they could cut the grass but how 
many volunteers they recruit, how much social capital they create.” 

Such a localised, nuanced approach has proven to be great 
value for money and the council has invested in software that 
links commissioning with social value, allowing it to assess the 
social return on investment of its approaches. 

When Faulkes retired from the council there were 10,000 people 
in the city involved in community activity, and the focus on 
volunteering and social capital has allowed it to hit the ground 
running through the pandemic. She says that the economic 
fallout will hit the town hard but hopes that the structures now 
in place will insulate it and improve quality of life.

Watching from her new life on a narrow boat she lives on, she  
is grateful for the career she’s had. 

“Neighbourhood management is a backroom skill, giving credit 
to the community and introducing those who weren’t talking to 
each other. It feels a real privilege to do that.”
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Current job: Network director  
at Poplar and Limehouse  
Health network

Previous role: Neighbourhoods 
and communities director at 
Poplar Harca; Director of NM  
at Tower Hamlets Council 

Insight: “Neighbourhood 
management is about being 
influential at the centre of a 
community as a way of making 
positive change happen.”

“I’m a great fan of localisation, 
knowing a patch and being 
influential in that patch.  
I’m lucky to have been in the 
same neighbourhood for the  
last 21 years. I’m not saying  
I know every paving stone,  
but I know the characters  
and the buildings.”

Chris Ley has worked at 
neighbourhood level in the 
east London borough of Tower 
Hamlets for two decades 
and has seen neighbourhood 
management go through  
cycles of change. 

Chris Ley: 
Neighbourhood health  
networks in Tower Hamlets
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His first job in the borough was at registered social landlord 
Poplar Harca in the 1990s, which ran a large community 
economic development programme within its housing estates. 

“They saw early on that you can regenerate the infrastructure 
and housing but if you have bad health, bad education, low 
job prospects and a degree of inequality and poverty-stricken 
communities you won’t achieve sustainability of that community.”

Each estate had a community hub at its centre and a team 
based within it that was responsible for getting activities going. 

“The idea was that the spaces and corridors of the hub should 
reflect what’s going on in the street. You’d have seniors doing line 
dancing in the morning, Bengali women learning English in the 
afternoon and young people coming in in the evening.”

When the new profession of neighbourhood management 
was created and developed by the Office of the Deputy Prime 
Minister and Pathfinders began rolling out across the country, 
Tower Hamlets Council wanted someone to coordinate their 
neighbourhood work across the borough and Ley was seconded.

“They liked the idea of having this person of some gravitas to 
connect people, bang heads together.”

Then, when the funding for neighbourhood management began 
running out, he moved to the next frontier: health. At the 
time Tower Hamlets had one of the worst wards in London in 
terms of health outcomes, and a network was created, aimed 
at helping GPs to become more community focused and to 
integrate local health and community services around a person. 

“I took the learning of ten years of neighbourhood work and put that 
into network work.” His early work was about negotiating change 
and helping GPs think differently, adjusting the mindset of some 
of the more traditional health professionals to stop thinking 
about people as patients but as members of a community. 

Ley now runs two health networks in the borough that are 
mini federations of GP practices, community care teams 
and third sector practitioners and is, he says, a legacy of the 
neighbourhood management movement. 

There are many parallels between his early work in neighbourhood 
management, where professionals from different disciplines were 
pooled together, and today’s health sector, which is recognising the 
benefits of integrated care and multidisciplinary teams.

Like all neighbourhood managers and community activists 
he struggles to analyse and measure the success of his work, 
particularly working with the medical sector, where evidence-
based interventions are highly valued.

“How do you quantify the social prescriber who found someone 
living in their car, got them mental health support and into 
sheltered housing? It was 100% about changing lives but it’s just 
one hit on a spreadsheet.

“It’s easy to cut initiatives that are a bit quirky that are hard 
to quantify other than a tick in a box; widget counting. All we 
are doing as neighbourhood managers each day is trying to 
do ourselves out of a job. It would be great if everyone had 
everything they need, all was equal and opportunities abundant 
but there’s still a lot of work to do.”
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Current job: Neighbourhood 
manager at City of Lincoln Council

Previous role(s): Housing officer 
at City of Lincoln Council 

Insight: “In the past we did too 
much for communities. We were 
playing at being community-led.”

Paul Carrick has learnt the  
hard way what it means to  
truly enable communities.  
He’s worked at Lincoln City 
Council for 25 years and been  
a Neighbourhood Manager since 
2003, when he was seconded  
for a three-month post. 

“I didn’t know what 
neighbourhood management 
was,” he remembers, “but the 
principles we used then are the 
same we still use today, asking 
people about opportunities and 
challenges and working with 
them on solutions.” 

Paul Carrick: 
Learning to sustain  
neighbourhood working
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Between 2005 -2009 the city was awarded funding to expand  
its neighbourhood working programme. Once this funding  
came to an end the council agreed to fund a further expansion  
of the programme to cover eight neighbourhoods in the city. 

“It was simple stuff, challenging stigma, putting on events, 
building people’s confidence in us.”

But financial constraints meant that the work was scaled back  
in 2017 and Carrick is now the only neighbourhood manager  
in the city. 

He is now working in Sincil Bank, an area close to the city  
centre with a transient population. But, having seen how 
the city’s previous neighbourhood work floundered once 
the funding ended, he is now focused much more on the 
sustainability of his input.

“The main lesson I’ve learnt is that in the past we did too much 
for communities. We were doing fluffy stuff rather than helping 
communities to run their areas. We probably thought we were 
enabling but when we left those neighbourhoods, we left a  
huge hole behind.”

The voluntary sector has carried on some of the work and has 
created a Neighbourhoods Together Network, but the vision  
of strong neighbourhoods being able to influence decisions  
has been lost.

In Sincil Bank he is preparing for the council to leave in five 
years and ensuring that the community can take over. Local 
residents have set up a Community Land Trust which is running 

a local park and is looking to purchase empty homes. He wants 
community groups to run the advice and other services that the 
council currently runs. 

“When you know you are leaving a neighbourhood in five years,  
it makes you work in a different way,” Carrick says. “We have  
to design ourselves out from the beginning.”

Since Covid-19 hit, he is beginning to rethink his plans again. 
“The crisis has shown how solutions to challenges lie with 
communities. We are learning how to harness energy and 
sometimes my role is just to connect two or three people.”

But while he is questioning the way that the council enables 
communities, when he walks around his city, the evidence of 
neighbourhood working is still visible in the social infrastructure 
and community groups that continue to thrive, including one of 
his first pieces of work in Moorland, working with the YMCA to 
get funding for a youth centre.  

During lockdown Carrick has been part of the city’s outreach, 
making phone calls to residents and says his eyes have been 
opened to the desperate need across the city.

“It’s been so nice to engage with those we don’t normally engage 
with, but it’s highlighted the fact that just because someone 
doesn’t need a service it doesn’t mean they’re not needy.”

And he is seeing how many services such as adult social care 
can work much better at neighbourhood level. “We need it  
more than ever,” he says.
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Current job: Poet known as 
Longfella, who gained worldwide 
attention in May 2017 when he 
performed This is the Place at 
the vigil for victims of the Arena 
bombing in Manchester

Previous roles: Community 
regeneration co-ordinator,  
Seedley and Langworthy SRB5;

Neighbourhood manager,  
Salford City Council 

Insight: “Community, compassion 
and love are recurring themes  
in my poems and a lot of that 
comes from what I learned at 
community level.”

When Tony Walsh packed in  
his job as neighbourhood 
manager to “run away with my 
poetry” he discovered more 
parallels than he’d imagined 
between his community work 
and his new profession. 

Tony Walsh: 
Helping people find  
and use their voice
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“I found myself working in community settings, in prisons and 
pupil referral centres. My work as a poet was about helping 
people find and use their voice and that’s what the best of 
neighbourhood working was.”

He began his career as a housing officer in Manchester in  
the early 90s but shifted “from bricks and mortar to people” 
and eventually moved over the river to Salford as community 
regeneration coordinator for Seedley and Langworthy  
SRB5 programme.

What struck him most from his time working in communities 
was the remarkable capacity and uptapped skill that existed 
even in the most deprived areas, and the strong women that 
stepped up.

“Sometimes you are working with anger and that’s the starting 
point,” he says. “Apathy is harder. Anger means people care.  
If you can go in there and be brave and if you can harness  
that anger and build trust and turn it into something, then  
that’s a start.”

Salford had a well-resourced neighbourhood programme  
across the city and says Walsh, “was very sincere in genuinely 
giving people a voice and devolving money down.” 

He was one of a number of neighbourhood managers seconded 
to the work in an internal consultancy at the council as part of 
the Building Better Neighbourhoods review, under Barbara 
Spicer’s leadership.

His analysis of the power of neighbourhood working can  
be synthesised into a wheel diagram. The small inner circle  
is the council, the second circle is the partner agencies. But  
both are dwarfed by the huge circle which surrounds both 
which is the community. If you split the wheel into the 7 or 8 
agendas – health, environment etc. – it begins to look like the 
spokes of the wheel. If the aim is to get the wheel moving on 
any of those agendas, then you have to influence that huge 
wedge that is the community. 

“You can’t do it to people, or against them or without them,  
but imagine the momentum if you do it with them”, says Walsh. 

“Rather than trying to move a dead weight you are educating, 
upskilling and empowering the population so that it moves  
with you.”

His neighbourhood working came to an abrupt halt following 
the 2011 election when he took redundancy and leapt into the 
world of poetry. But he grieves to see this work winding down.

“In any community all you need is a church hall, a water boiler 
and a minibus and it goes a hell of a long way. Then you scale  
it up and pay a few people to be animators. 

“All the thinking was done, and all the papers were written.  
You can spend £1000 on this work and get £50,000 benefit.  
It can only be political will that stops it happening.”
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Epilogue: 
How will we work together through the coming turbulent years, as citizens, 
communities, local authorities and public services? 
The multiple problems we face – deep economic recession, 
social, economic and health inequalities, the fall-out from  
Brexit and climate change – will test structures and relationships 
at all levels. 

Will we aim to be truly collaborative, to empower, to unite  
and to listen, or will we hunker down in our silos and in our 
living rooms? 

Will we fall back on command and control and centralised 
responses or allow a million diverse responses to bloom? 

As the stories in this booklet show, there is a tried and tested 
approach that costs little, but which reaps huge rewards. 
Neighbourhood managers, connectors, developers, co-
producers, enablers, puppeteers. 

They go by different names but each of the above interviewees 
has learned – not by theorising but by doing – that the solution 
to every problem we have can be found in the activation  
of communities. 

So, as we anticipate the difficulties ahead, the question  
for governments, local authorities and public services is  
not how much can you control but how will you let go? 

The answer we hope has been provided here is that a new 
relationship between citizens and public services is already 
taking shape, led by connectors already in the system. The 
challenge now is to ensure public services understand and  
value these skills and put them at the core of strategic  
planning and delivery.
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